FAFF AWARDS 2022

BEST STUDENT FILM:
*COLD BLOW LANE* Director: Luca Homolka (Germany) Short Narrative, Student Film

BEST VR NARRATIVE:
*NORN CHAPTER 1: THE 9 DAUGHTERS OF RAN* Director: Lina Reinsbakken (Norway) VR Film

BEST VR DOCUMENTARY:
*SURVIVING 9/11 - 27 HOURS UNDER THE RUBBLE* Director: Chloé Rochereuil (France) VR Film

BEST EXPERIMENTAL SHORT:
*MAY WE KNOW OUR OWN STRENGTH* Director: Jih-E Peng (United States) Experimental Film

BEST NARRATIVE SHORT (tie):
*A POET'S LIFE* Director: Brandon S. N. Butler (United States)
*A LITTLE SUN* Director: Danny Caporaletti (United States)

BEST SHORT DOCUMENTARY (tie):
*DEGREE ZERO* Director: Daniel Ablin (France)
*TRUTH & ILLUSION* Director: James Stier (United Kingdom)

BEST ORIGINAL MUSIC:
*BAD ANIMAL* Director: Remsy Atassi (United States) Feature Narrative

BEST SCORE:
*BETWEEN GIANTS* Director: Maxwell Frost (United States) Feature Documentary

BEST MUSIC/PERFORMANCE:
*NAVIGATION* Director: Marlene Millar (Canada) Music/Performance Video

BEST PERFORMANCE ART:
*TRAUM* Director: Silvia Giambrone (Italy) Music/Performance Video

BEST SCREENWRITING:
*HAS BEEN / NEVER WAS* Director: M.S. Kerr (United States) Feature Narrative

BEST ANIMATION:
*PHOBIA* Director: Waseem H Almarzouki (Syrian Arab Republic) Animated Film

BEST NARRATIVE CINEMATOGRAPHY:
**GALLU** Director: Kasra Tirsahar (Islamic Republic of Iran) Short Narrative

**BEST DOCUMENTARY CINEMATOGRAPHY:**
*FERROEQUINOLOGY* Director: Alex Nevill (United Kingdom) Feature Documentary

**BEST EXPERIMENTAL FEATURE:**
*UGOKU TOKAI - MOVING CITY* Director: Lars Ostmann (Germany) Experimental Film

**BEST FEATURE DOCUMENTARY (tie):**
*MENDING WALLS* Directors: Pam Hervey and Todd Hervey (United States) Feature Documentary
*OUT OF EXILE - THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF FRED STEIN* Directors: Peter Stein and Dawn Freer (United States) Feature Documentary

**THE BIG PIECES COMPANY AWARD:**
*BRING ME THE HEAD OF ALFRED HITCHCOCK* Director: Lee Donaldson (United Kingdom) Feature Documentary

**HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD:**
*CAMPESINOS: AMERICA’S UNSUNG HEROES* Director: Joe Poni (United States) Short Documentary

**BEST FIRST-TIME DIRECTOR:**
*RE-OPENING: A LOCKDOWN MOCKUMENTARY* Directors: Chris Guerra and Matthew John Koppin (United States) Feature Narrative

**BEST DIRECTOR:**
*SILENCED TREE* Director: Faysal Soysal (Turkey) Feature Narrative

**BEST NARRATIVE FEATURE:**
*SILENCED TREE* Director: Faysal Soysal (Turkey) Feature Narrative